
 
100%Cotton 320GSM Proban Flame Retardant Overalls Clothing Fabric

 
Specifications:
 

Color Navy blue or customers’need

Logo Yes

Feature Fire resistance, anti static,Waterproof,
Windproof

Application Fire-proof

Function Firefighting

Weight 320g/m2

Fabric 100%cotton

Pockets Multi pockets

Pinting logo Yes

Standard European standard passed



 
Description:
 
1.Style: Flame Retardant Overall (Flame Retardant Overall,Overall). We also can do your own style. If you
have, welcome to send us to make counter sample.
 
2. Price is the most concerning problem of every customer. If you want to know the price, you need the
know the following parameter: style of the clothes, accessories of garments, printing method, embroidery,
pattern, fabric of garments, quantity of garments, date of delivery etc .These are the main factors to
decide the price. The more you order the lower price you will get!
 
3. If you have your own design, we will according to you design to make. If you don’t have the design, you
can tell us your requirement, we can offer you some sample clothes to check. Or you can design your own
sample.
 
4. Quality is priority.Our factory has 15 QC who strictly control the jacket's quality of every link in the 
production line that ensure the high quality of jacket, we will wear and wash samples in case of shrinking
or shading.
 
5. All hems folded down to prevent sparks and welding bi-products getting in
Adjustable cuffs and waist enable climate control.
 
Competitive Advantage:
 

Packaging One piece one plastic bag, 10pcs/20pcs put into one carton 

Details In 20 GP container :8000pcs

 In 40 GP container :11000sets

 Can supply specific specifications of the carton and shipping mark

Delivery
Detail

45 days after confirming the order

 
Order:
 
1) We can make sample according to your design drawing.
2) We can make design according to your sample, then remake sample.
3) Make mass production after your confirm the sample.
 
Shipping:
 
1) FCL-Full Container Loading.
2) LCL-Less Container Loading.



3) Express.
4) Air Shipment. 
 
Payment:
 
1) T/T.
2) Paypal.
3) West Union.
4) Escrow. 

 


